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Simple formulas are proved for the dimensions of vector spaces of homogeneous 
zero regression polynomials. A simplified characterization of these polynomials is 
proved. 0 1987 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The problem of constructing zero regression polynomials has been 
recently studied by Heller [2] and Richards [6]. Their results extend 
classical ones-see Lukacs and Laha [S] and Kagan, Linnik, and Rao 
[3]-to the setting of the Wishart matrix distribution. Observing that the 
homogeneous zero regression polynomials of fixed degree form a finite 
dimensional vector space, Richards [6] proposed the problem of 
calculating its dimension and a “natural basis.” The focus of this question, 
then, is not the construction of specific examples of zero regression 
polynomials, but a computation and survey of all of them. In this paper, 
two different vector spaces of homogeneous zero polynomials are defined 
and their dimensions are calculated. The approach rests on a charac- 
terization of zero regression polynomials that is simpler than that used by 
Heller [2]. 
2. EXPECTATION OPERATORS AND ZERO REGRESSION POLYNOMIALS 
Suppose that X = (X,, X,,..., A’,,) is a vector whose components, Xi, are 
independent m x m real symmetric random matrices having the Wishart 
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distribution, W,(Ci, N). The expectation operator, E,, of the distribution 
of X maps a function, f, of X into a function, E, f, of the vector 
72 = (22,) c*,..., C,), where Zi > 0. The evaluation of E, f at Z is denoted by 
[EN f l(Z), and is given by the integral 
CE,vfl@)=CN(l~~I lC,I ~~~l~,l)~“:2jf(~)(I~,/ P’,l ~~~lJ’,J)(N--m~‘)‘2 
xexp((-4) tr(C;‘X,+C;‘X,+ ... +Z;iX,)) 
xdX, dX,...dX,. (2.1) 
The integration in (2.1) is over the region X, > 0, X, > O,..., X, > 0: 
c--n=2(mN)+e--1)/4 fi q(~--i+ 1)p). 
N 
i=l 
If [E,,,f](Z)exists, then, from (2.1) so does [E,f](A), where A=(A,) is 
a vector of complex symmetric matrices satisfying Re A; ’ = xi. A function 
f(X) has the zero regression property iff 
where gr.(X) = e itrLTf(X), L=X,+X,+ ... +X,, and T is a real sym- 
metric matrix. Equation (2.2) is required to hold for all C> 0 and real, 
symmetric T and is equivalent to the case j? = 0 of Eq. (1) of Heller [2], 
ECe ’ ‘I q-1 = 0, (2.3) 
where E is the expectation operator of X when the Xi are identically dis- 
tributed, i.e., when C = L’:, = C, = . . = C,. We now simplify the condition 
(2.2). Using the integral representation (2.1), and noting that 
i tr LT- 1 tr(C; ‘X, + L’, ‘X2 + . . . +C;‘X,)= -$tr((-22iT+C,‘)X,+ 
(-2iT+C,‘)X,+ ... + (-2iT+ CT’) X,, (2.2) may be rewritten as 
CENf ](A, A,..., A)=O, (2.4) 
where A = ( - 2iT + Z-‘)) ’ for all C > 0 and real, symmetric T. A -’ 
ranges over all symmetric complex matrices satisfying Re A -’ > 0. Con- 
sequently, 
[E,vf ](A, A,..., A) = 0, ReA-‘>O, (2.5) 
characterizes functions off having the zero regression property. 
We now restrict ourselves to polynomials f having the zero regression 
property. If f is a polynomial in X, then EN f is a polynomial in Z. (For 
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n = 1, this was shown in [4]-the assertion for any n follows by writing f 
as a sum of products of polynomials in A!,.) We may therefore consider 
E, f to be a polynomial defined at any S = (S,), where Si are any sym- 
metric matrices. The condition 
CE, fl(K S,..., S) = 0, any symmetric S, (2.6) 
characterizes polynomials f having the zero regression property. Con- 
dition (2.6) is essentially the case T= 0 of (2.2) and is the basis for the 
dimension computations in the next section. Many properties of the 
polynomial fare retained by the polynomial ENf: For example, let 9(d) be 
the space of homogeneous polynomials with vectorial degree d: 
P(d) = (P: P(t,X,, tzXz ,..., t,X,J 
= t;‘lq.. . t$P(X,, x, ,...) X,), P a polynomial} (2.7) 
In (2.7) d= (d,, dz ,..., d,) is a vector with nonnegative integral com- 
ponents and t,, t2,..., t, are any scalars. If P E P(d), then E,P E P(d). (For 
n = 1, this was also proved in [4] and again the assertion for any n follows 
by writing P as a sum of products of polynomials in Xi.) P(d) is a sub- 
space of the space of polynomials i?(d) defined by 
Z?(d) = {Q: Q(tXl, tX, ,..., tX,) = t”Q(X,, X2 ,..., X,), Q a polynomial} (2.8) 
In (2.8), d is a nonnegative integer and t is any scalar. If p2 E Q(d), then 
ENQ E d(d). The zero regression polynomials constructed in Heller [2] 
and Richards [6] belong to 9(d) but not to P(d). 
From (2.6), we obtain that the subspaces of zero regression polynomials 
contained in P(d) and 2(d), respectively, are given by 
9$(d) = {P: [E, P](S, S,..., S) = 0, P E P(d), any symmetric S} (2.9) 
L&(d) = {Q: [E,Q](S, S,..., S) = 0, Q E 2(d), any symmetric S}. (2.10) 
3. THE DIMENSIONS OF PN(d) AND 9,(d) 
THEOREM. 
(a) dimpN(d)= fi (di,,;l)-((~‘=l~)_fiM-l) (3.1) 
i=l 
(b) dimA!N(d)=(d~~~;l)-(d~~~l), (3.2) 
where M = m(m + 1)/2. 
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Note that dim Y!(d) does not depend on ZV, but only on m, the size of 
the matrices Xi and d = (di), the vectorial degree of the polynomials belong- 
ing to YN(d). Similarly, dim sN(d) does not depend on N, but only on d, n, 
and m. 
Proof: (a) E, maps PEgN(d) into a polynomial GEP(d) satisfying 
G(C, 2 ,..., C) = 0. 
Since [E,P](C,, C, ,..., C,) = 0, for all C;, implies P-0 (uniqueness of 
multidimensional Laplace transform), E, establishes a one-to-one, onto 
map from P’,(d) to the subspace 
Y = {G: G(C, Z ,..., C) = 0, GE P(d)}. 
It follows that dim PN(d) = dim 9. To calculate dim 99, suppose for sim- 
plicity of notation that n = 2, and set X, = V and Xz = S. Write the most 
general G E Y(d, , d,) as 
where Z=(i,,), 1 <p, q<m, and J=(j,,), ldp,q<m, are mxm sym- 
metric matrices. The sum in (3.3) runs over the symmetric matrices Z and J 
satisfying 
i,, +i,,+ ... +i,,=d, 
. 
Jll+512+ ..’ +Jmm- -d2. 
(3.4) 
The condition GE Y restricts the coefficients g(Z, J). In fact if G(C, ,X) = 0, 
then 
or 
0 = c g(K) f7’rp7’ry.. . a;?, 
K 
where (npq) = C, K = (k,,), 1 d p, q d m, and 
O=g(K)= c g(Z, J). 
I+J=K 
From (3.4), 
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Suppose K is a fixed matrix satisfying (3.7). Then exactly one coefficient 
g(1, J) appearing in the sum (3.6) is constrained. If K, and K2 are two dis- 
tinct matrices satisfying (3.7), then the coefficients g(1, J) appearing in the 
sum (3.6) with K = K1 do not appear in the sum (3.6) with K= K2. In other 
words, the number of coefficients g(Z, J) in (3.3) that are constrained by 
(3.6) is the number of distinct solutions to (3.7). From Feller [l, p. 361, 
this number is 
d,+d*+M-1 
> M-l ’ 
where M = m(m + 1)/2. 
The total number of coefficients g(Z, J) in (3.3) is the number of solutions 
to (3.4). Again according to Feller [l], this number is 
Therefore, the number of free coefficients in (3.3), i.e., the dimension of 
P’,(d), in the case n=2, is 
(“~~~l)(d,~iMIl)_(d,+~~E;I--I), 
(b) E, maps Q E L&(d) into a polynomial HE 2(d) satisfying 
H(Z, c ,..., .r) = 0. 
As in the previous case, the map is one-to-one onto and therefore 
dim t&(d) = dim 2, 
where 
A? = {H: H(C, C ,..., Z) = 0, HE 22(d)}. 
To calculate dim X, again, for simplicity, let n = 2, and write HE JV as 
where 
. . 
‘,,+112+ ... +zmm+Jll+/12+ ... +jmm- ’ -d. (3.9) 
Then H(Z, C) = 0 implies 
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where 
O=h(K)= 1 h(Z,.z). (3.10) 
IfJ=K 
Again, counting the total number of coefficients h(Z, J) in (3.8) and the 
number of coeffkients h(Z, .Z) constrained by (3.10) we obtain 
as the dimension of i&(d) in the case n = 2. 
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